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Executive Summary
IT-ROI has developed new software tools that are revolutionizing the way companies and governments use their
enterprise applications (CA Clarity and Service Desk, SAP, salesforce and more) -- tools that challenge the status quo
and redefine the industry standard when it comes to integration costs and integration downtime. We are proud to
introduce never before seen marketplace versatility when it comes to implementation, integration, migration and ease
of user adoption tools for your enterprise applications.
Integration Bridge (IB3)
IB3

About IT-ROI Solutions
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Introduction
White Paper
Businesses thrive by investing their precious IT resources in areas that create the greatest return on investment. One of
the greatest challenges facing both Fortune 500 companies and Government departments worldwide is containing
escalating costs associated with their data interfacing requirements.

Clients can face obstacles in a number of deliverable areas, including:

Projects

Rate Matrix

Resources

Ideas

Users

Assets

Project Team

Services

Risks, Issues, Change

Incidents

Requests

Applications

Cost and Budget Plans

Programs

Assisting our clients overcome these
obstacles and successfully execute
projects, at a fraction of the cost and in
the fraction of the time, allows them to
drive up their growth and innovation.
In the process, Fortune 500 companies
and Government departments can
achieve never before imagined cost
savings for their shareholders and
tax payers respectively.
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IT-ROI’s Solution
Our client relationship philosophy is premised on creating win-win partnerships where we work closely with you on the
rapid deployment of our software offerings to optimize your success.

Integration Bridge

IT-ROI successfully completed delivery of its
new IB3 software with several large tier-one
clients and the user reviews are stellar. Our
software allows you to focus on what really
matters instead of worrying about the
uncertainties of how long and how much will it
take to complete an integration.
The IB3 eliminates the need to hire expensive
consultants that will spend months writing
custom GEL/XOG scripts to pull in data on a
regular basis. It also eliminates the traditional
XOG background (BG) engine bog downs on
servers by introducing innovative
efficiencies that increase productivity levels
solving the processing bottle-neck and the
need to waste time developing work arounds.
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Contact

Thank you for taking the time to learn more about IB3. We welcome the opportunity to prepare a Proof of Concept for
any of the integration challenges you currently face. We are confident that our IB3 software solution will deliver results
you never dreamed possible.

Contact
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